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Summary 
An analysis was performed to determine the effects of 

inner-ring speed and press fit on the rolling-element 
fatigue life of a roller-bearing inner-race contact. The 
effects of the resultant hoop and radial stresses on the 
principal stresses were considered. The maximum shear 
stresses below the Hertzian contact were determined for 
typical inner rings with outer diameters of 51  and 127 mm 
(2.0 and 5.0 in) and inside- to outside-diameter ratios of 
0.50 to 0.92 run at speeds of 500 and 2000 radlsec (4800 
and 19 OOO rpm) with a loading of 0.7, 1.4, and 2.1 GPa 
(100, 200, and 300 ksi) Hertz stress. The ensuing life 
analysis, by using these shear stresses, showed that for 
some conditions the combined effects of speed and press 
fit can reduce the rolling-element fatigue life of the inner 
ring by more than 90 percent from that obtained by using 
conventional life calculations. Of this reduction, the 
centrifugal effects can account for over 80 percent at the 
higher speed, At the lower speed, where the life reduction 
may be only 50 percent, the press fit can account for 80 
percent of the change. The depth of the maximum shear 
stress remained virtually unchanged from the 
conventional (Hertz stress only) calculations. 

Introduction 
It has been recognized for quite some time that a 

residual compressive stress near the surface of contact 
improves the fatigue life of that surface (refs. 1 and 2). 
Residual stresses can be developed from a number of 
processing operations (ref. 3). The effect of residual 
stresses induced by shot peening the surfaces of AIS1 
9310 gear teeth is shown experimentally and analytically 
in reference 4. Although the analysis in reference 4 was 
done for spur gears, it is also applicable to roller-bearings 
whenever residual stresses are present. However, if 
residual stresses can affect the fatigue life, then other 
stresses that might be present could also alter the 
subsurface maximum shear stress and thereby affect the 
rolling-element fatigue life of the component. The object 
of the work reported herein was to determine the effects 
that inner-ring press fit and centrifugal loading have on 
the fatigue life of the inner race of a roller bearing. This 
was accomplished by analyzing the subsurface stresses of 

the roller-bearing inner ring, including those due to press 
fit and ring rotation, and applying the results to a 
conventional bearing fatigue life analysis. 

Analysis 
Current evaluations of rolling-element fatigue life are 

based on either the orthogonal shear stress or the 
maximum shear stress (ref. 5 )  which occurs in a zone 
under the rolling-element contact surfaces. These shear 
stresses are a function of the contact (Hertz) stress due to 
two bodies in contact. The Hertzian stress, in turn, is a 
function of load, geometry, and material physical 
properties of the rolling-element bodies. Jones (ref. 6), 
on the basis of the work of Thomas and Hoersch (ref. 7), 
shows the principal stresses (see fig. 1) due to a Hertzian 
loading to be 

1 
(3) 

(Symbols are defined in the appendix.) Let U = Z / b  and 
t = m; these equations become 
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Figure 1 .-Principal stresses on elementary subsurface particle at depth 
Z under Hertzian pressure area. 

Equation (9) can now be written 

2P;, 2E' 
nlb Cp 

b = -  - 
For roller bearings, the maximum shear stress is 
determined by the principal stresses in the Z-direction 
(direction of Hertzian loading) and the Y-direction 
(direction of rolling). Thus 

or 

b = S,,A 

Substituting equation (17) into equation (8) gives 

r=Sma,(t- u- ;) So, for Hertzian loading only, substituting from 
equations ( 5 )  and (6) into equation (7) gives 

Thus the shear stress, made nondimensional by the 
maximum Hertz stress, is a direct function of U, the 
depth below the surface, as shown in figure 2. A 
maximum value of the maximum shear stress occurs at a 
depth U of approximately 0.78. By taking the derivative 
of equation (18) with respect to U and setting the result 
equal to zero, one obtains 

But, from reference 6 ,  

(9) 
dr u u  
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Figure 2.-Maximum shear stress as function of depth below surface 
for Hertzian loading. Stress on Z-axis below rectangular pressure 
area. 

The solution to equation (19) is U=O.786152, and the 
corresponding equation for the maximum shear stress 
becomes 

7max = - 0.30028 Sm, (20) 

Equations (18) and (20) only account for the subsurface 
stresses due to the Hertzian contact and do not account 
for the effects of press fitting an inner ring on a shaft or 
for the effects of inner-ring speed. These effects can be 
accounted for through the method of superposition, by 
determining the values of subsurface stress in the Z-  and 
Y-direction as a function of depth below the surface to 
correspond with equations ( 5 )  and (6). 

Stresses Due to Press Fit 

From reference 8, for the hoop stress we can write 

(a*),,= 2-3 2- [ 3 P i - 6 P o +  ( ?)'(Pi-Po,] (21) 

Note that Po = 0 and that Pi is due to a press fit of the ring 
on a shaft, that is, 

A p . =  - ' r jKl  

Equation (21) can be written 

(a*),,= p,.;? 2-3 [ I +  (92] 
Similarly, for the radial stress we can write 

i f  we let 

Ti - - - B  
r0 

and 

r - = y  
r0 

equations (23) and (24) become 

Pi B2 

Pi B2 
= -2 (1 - f ) 

Stresses Due to Inner Ring Speed 

From reference 8, for the hoop stress we can write 

Similarly, for the radial stress 

Let 
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and use equation (25); equations (28) and (29) become 

Combined Stress 

in the Z- and Y-direction become 
By the method of superposition, the principal stresses 

Sz = + (or)pF + (or)cF (33) 

s, = yy+ (adpF + (34) 

and the maximum shear stress is 

(35) 
1 
2 7 =  -(Sz-Sy) 

To utilize these equations, however, one must obtain 
the relation between U and y so that the stresses can all be 
determined at the same location. 

From geometry (figs. 1 and 3) 

r=r , -Z=r , -  Ub 

or 

Inner 

\O 

(36) 

(37) 
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t Y  

Figure 3.-Definition of geometric terms used in analysis of subsurface 
stress in roller-bearing inner ring. 
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and 

r u= $” -y) 

Substituting equation (17) gives 

From figure 3 

1 1 1 1 R,+ro 
ro R,  03 03 r,R, 

E p =  - + - + - + - = - 

Substituting equation (40) into equation (15) gives 

Using equation (41) in equation (39) results in 

TO - + 1  

U =  Rr (1-Y) 
2Sm,E’ 

or 

R ’ + 1  
2SmaxE’ (1 -Y) 

where 

For simplicity, let 

then 

U=K2(1 -y) 

(43 ) 

(45) 



Proper substitution of equations (33) and (34) into 
equation (35) by using equations (9, (6), (26), (27), ( 3 1 ) ,  
and (32) along with equation (17) leads to an expression 
for the maximum shear stress as a function of depth 
below a Hertzian contact that accounts for both ring 
press fit and ring speed: 

(47) 
A 
2 + - ( G -  i ) y 2 - ~ @  

where, for simplicity 

A = K u 2 6  

Again, taking the derivative of equation (47) with 
respect toy and setting the result equal to zero lead to the 
value of y where the shear stress is a maximum. Using the 
chain rule that dS/dy = (dS/dU)  (dU/dy)  gives 

Results and Discussion 
The relative values of subsurface stress are shown in 

figure 4 for the typical roller-bearing inner-ring data 
given in table I. The principal stress in the Z-direction is 
shown in figure 4(a), while the principal stress in the 
Y-direction is shown in figure 4(b). The stress is 
nondimensionalized by the Hertz stress Sma. Note that 
y = 0.90 is the inner radius, y = 1 is the outer radius of the 
ring, and the ring was considered flangeless. 

In figure 4(a), the stress due to ring speed is the largest 
component at the inner surface, but the subsurface 
compressive stress due to the Hertzian loading becomes 
dominant as the outer (contact) surface is approached. In 
figure 4(b), the stress due to ring speed is again the largest 
at the inner surface, and the stress from the press fit is 
influential. Note that the ring speed is high in the example 
problem and that the pressure assumed for the press fit is 
probably moderate. Again, however, the compressive 
stress due to the Hertzian loading becomes dominant as 
the outer surface is approached. The principal stress Sy 
does remain tensile (positive) until about y = 0.997, which 
will influence the maximum shear stress. 

When the principal stresses from figure 4 are combined 
in accordance with equation (35), the result is the 
maximum shear stress (fig. 5) .  To observe the change in 
the maximum shear stress when the effects of ring press 
fit and ring speed are added, the results in figure 5 can be 
compared with those due to Hertzian loading only (fig. 2). 
This is shown in figure 6, where the contributions to the 
maximum shear stress are shown separately. The increase 
in maximum value of the maximum shear stress for this 
example is about 33 percent. The solution to equation (49) 
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TABLE 1.-VALUES FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

I 

(a) Variables 

.................................................................................. 
Pi,N/m2(ksi) ...................................................... 6 . 8 9 ~  106(1) 
W ,  rad/sec (rpm) ................................................... 2000(19 OOO) 
r,, mm (in) ............................................................... 63.5 (2.5) 
R' ................................................................................... 
S,,,,,, N/m2 (ksi) ............................................... 1.379 x IO9 (200) 

(b) Constants 

K for steel, N-sec2/m4 (Ib-sec2/in4) ..................... 3352 (3.14 x 
G .............................................................................. 0.1667 
E',m2/N(in2/lb) ................................. 9.11 x 10-l2(6.28X 

for this example is y =0.998204 (U= 0.786469, where 
rmax= -0.402 Smm. The depth to the maximum shear 
stress changed only very slightly from that of the Hertz 
loading only. 

The rolling-element fatigue life is taken to be inversely 
proportional to the maximum shear stress to the ninth 
power (ref. 9). Therefore, if we define a life ratio LR as 
the ratio of fatigue life based on the maximum shear 
stress that included the effects of ring speed and press fit 
to the fatigue life based on the maximum shear stress 
from the Hertzian loading only, we can write 
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Figure 5.-Principal and maximum shear stresses in roller-bearing inner 
ring for conditions described in table I. 

Here T ~ ~ , ~  is obtained from equation (20) and r m a x , ~  is 
obtained from equation (47), by using the value of y 
obtained from equation (49). 

N/m2 
Max imum shear stress, 'I (eq. (3511 --- Due to contact loading o n l y  ---- Due to centr i fugal  force o n l y  ----- Due to press f i t  on l y  

i 

i ;i j 

Figure 6.-Components of maximum shear stress in roller-bearing inner ring for conditions described in table I. 
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For the example the value of LR, which is a measure of 
the effects of press fit and ring speed, is 

-0 .30028~  1 . 4 ~  109 
-0 .40167~  1 . 4 ~  109 

L R =  ( 
That is, the corrected life is only 0.07 times that 

calculated by using stresses from the Hertzian loading 
only. 

To observe these effects over a broader range of 
variables, equations (47) and (49) were used to calculate 
LR (eq. (50)) for the following conditions: ring 
thicknesses B, 0.5 to 0.92; Hertz stress, 0.69 to 2.07 GPa 
(100 to 300 ksi); ring speed, 500 and 2000 rad/sec (4800 
and 19 OOO rpm); ring outer radius, 25.4 and 63.5 mm (1 
and 2.5 in); press fit pressure, 6 . 9 ~  106 N/m2 (1 ksi); 
radius ratio R' ,  5 and 10. The results are shown in figures 
7 to 10. 

For a ring with an outer radius of 63.5 mm (2.5 in) 
figure 7 shows that the relative influence of press fit and 
ring speed on fatigue life diminishes as the Hertz stress is 
increased, as the ring becomes thicker, or as the ring 
speed is decreased. Figure 8 shows the same data plotted 
against radius ratio. Several calculations for the 
conditions of figure 7 were made with R' = 5 ,  and the life 
ratio results were the same. Increasing the press fit 
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Figure 7.-Life ratio as function of Hertz stress for four ring 
thicknesses and two ring speeds. r,, = 63.5 mm (2.5 in); Pj = 6.9 x 106 
N/m2 (1 ksi); R ' = 10. 
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Figure 8.-Life ratio as function of  radius ratio for three maximum 
Hertz stresses and two ring speeds; r,,=63.5 mm (2.5 in); 
P j = 6 . 9 x  IO6 N/m2 (1 ksi); R' = 10. 
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Figure 9.-Life ratio as function of  Hertz stress for three ring 
thicknesses and two ring speeds. ro=25.4 mm (1.0 in); P j = 6 . 9 x  IO6 
N/m2 ( 1  ksi); R ' = 5. 
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Figure 10.-Life ratio as function of radius ratio for three Hertz stresses 
and two ring speeds. r0=2S.4 mm (1.0 in); Pi=6.9x106 N/m2 
(1 ksi); R' = 5 .  

pressure would lower the values of LR. The pressure used 
in figures 7 and 8 represents an interference fit of about 
0.051 mm (0.002 in) on the diameter. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the results obtained for an outer 
radius of 25.4 mm (1 .O in) and an R ' of 5 .  Here also the 
life ratio results with an R'  of 10 were the same. A 
comparison of figures 7 and 9 shows that the life ratios 
with the smaller outer radius were generally higher than 

for the corresponding larger ring and were not so 
influenced by ring speed. 

Since there are many values of LR of 0.5 or less, it may 
be concluded that the press fit and loading due to ring 
speed can have a significant effect on the fatigue life 
calculated for an inner-ring contact. 

Summary of Results 
An analysis was performed to determine the effects of 

speed and press fit on the rolling-element fatigue life of a 
roller-bearing inner-ring contact. The maximum shear 
stresses below the Hertzian contact were analyzed and 
applied to a fatigue life analysis for a roller-bearing inner 
ring having outer diameters of 51 and 127 mm (2.0 and 
5.0 in) and inner- to outer-diameter ratios of 0.50 to 0.92 
run at speeds of 500 and 2000 radlsec. The following 
results were obtained: 

1. The combined effects of speed and press fit of a 
roller-bearing inner ring can reduce the fatigue life in 
excess of 90 percent from conventional life calculations. 

2. Centrifugal force effects can account for 80 percent 
of the reduction in life at the higher speed. At the lower 
speed, press fit can account for 80 percent of the (lower) 
life reduction. 

3. The depth to the maximum shear stress remains 
relatively unchanged by speed and press fit, over the 
range calculated, from that established by conventional 
theory. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 17, 1985 
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Appendix-Symbols 

defined by eq. (48), N/m2 (lb/in2) 
defined by eq. (25), dimensionless 
semiwidth of contact area (see fig. l),  m (in) 
modulus of elasticity, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
defined by eq. (13), m2/N ($Ab) 
defined by eq. (30), dimensionless 
gravitational constant, m/sec2 (in/sec2) 
defined by eq. (30), N-sec/m4 (lb-sec/id) 
constant relating press fit to pressure, (2/E(1- B2) 

defined by eq. (43, dimensionless 
contact fatigue life, hr 
life ratio, defined by eq. (50) 
length of contact area (fig. l), m (in) 
defined by eq. (48), N/m2 (lb/in2) 
pressure on ri due to press fit, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
pressure on ro, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
roller load, N (lb) 
radius of curvature, m (in) 
radius of roller (fig. 3), m (in) 
ratio, defined by eq. (44), dimensionless 
radius to element (fig. 3), m (in) 
ring inner radius (fig. 3), m (in) 
ring outer radius (fig. 3), m (in) 
Hertz stress at center of contact, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
principal stress in Y-direction (eq. (34)), N/m2 

principal stress in 2-direction (eq. (33)), N/m2 

simplifying term, d i X 7  
dimensionless depth below surface, Z/b 

for a solid shaft of same material) 

(lb/in2) 

(lb/in2) 

axis perpendicular to rolling direction 
principal stress in X-direction, Hertz loading only 

(eq. (4)), N/m2 (lb/in2) 
axis in direction of rolling 
principal stress in Y-direction, Hertz loading only 

(eq. (5 ) ) ,  N/m2 (lb/in2) 
defined by eq. (25), dimensionless 
value of y at T,,, dimensionless 
distance below Hertz contact surface (fig. l), m 

(in), or axis in direction of Hertzian loading 
principal stress in Z-direction, Hertz loading only 
(eq. (6)), N/m2 (lb/in2) 

density of material, N/m3 (lb/in3) 
press fit on radius, m (in) 
Poisson's ratio, dimensionless 
defined by eq. (IO), m2/N (in2/lb) 
defined by eq. (15), m3/N (in3/lb) 
curvature sum, 1/R,+ l/Rb, l /m (l/in) 
stress, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
maximum shear stress, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
maximum value of 7, N/m2 (lb/in2) 
inner-ring speed, rad/sec 

Subscripts: 
a 
b 
CF 
H 
h 
PF 
r 
T 

body a 
body b 
due to inner-ring speed 
based on Hertz loading only 
hoop, or Y-, direction 
due to press fit on inner ring 
radial, or Z-, direction 
based on press fit, ring speed, and Hertz loading 
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